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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of configuring active queue management systems (e.g., WRED and RIO) for service level specifications in Internetworks. In particular, we focus on Assured Forwarding (AF) for non-responsive flows in Differentiated Services networks. The difficulty is to determine the correct queue level thresholds that will result in correct drop rates for various AF precedence levels under any combination of offered loads.

A new active queue management scheme based on a control algorithm is proposed that senses not only queue levels but also rates of queue levels changes and per flow bit rates to converge automatically to an optimal set of transmit fractions. The scheme has been implemented and tested on a network processor. Results show that the new active queue management scheme protects assured aggregated flow rates during periods of congestion. For non-responsive traffic the buffer occupancy level remains low during 250% offered load.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE Differentiated Services architecture (DS) [1] is a scalable approach to service level specifications in IP networks based on traffic conditioning at the network edge and differentiated forwarding of aggregated traffic flows at the network core. With DS Assured Forwarding (AF) [2], three levels of drop precedences are specified. Depending on the actual sending rate and the minimum assured rate, packets are marked as belonging to one of the three AF levels when entering a DS domain. If the actual sending rate is below the minimum assured rate packets are marked as being green. If the actual sending rate exceeds the minimum assured rate packets are marked as either yellow or red [3], [4].

The AF drop precedence levels (or colors) are implemented using an active queue management algorithm at routers in the DS domain. This algorithm has to detect and respond to long-term congestion by discarding or marking packets. The algorithm should, however, not react to short-term bursts, and each precedence level has to be addressed differently. During long-term congestion, green traffic should receive the lowest discard rate, whereas red traffic should get the highest discard rate.

This work proposes a new approach to perform active queue management in DS domains. The presented algorithm overcomes the configuration problem with Random Early Detection (RED), which is—in variations—used as active queue management algorithm in most AF implementations. The difficulty with RED is to determine the correct drop precedence parameters for any combination of offered loads [5]–[7]. RED parameters are specified as thresholds for the average queue occupancy (which can also be regarded as delay thresholds) rather than in packet rates as would be convenient for configuration. If discard rates during long-term congestion cannot be correctly configured, service level specifications based on the AF service would potentially be violated. The active queue management algorithm presented here is configured with minimum and maximum flow rates. The drop rates are managed using a control loop with monitored individual offered loads acting as feedback. The unit of feedback is thus bits/s rather than bits.

Expedited Forwarding (EF) [8] is a low-jitter, assured bandwidth service in the DS framework. It must be ensured that the EF aggregate is served at a certain configured rate independent of the intensity of any other traffic attempting to transit a node. Thus, EF service behavior can be achieved by accurate policing at the ingress of the DS domain in conjunction with appropriate scheduling at transit nodes. Therefore, EF traffic can bypass the proposed adaptive control algorithm while AF and BE traffic should be flow-controlled by the new scheme.

The algorithm has been implemented in the IBM PowerNP network processor. The paper presents results from testing this implementation with non-responsive flows. The reason for focusing on non-responsive traffic is to learn how active queue management can be used to control the increasing amount of non-TCP-compatible (i.e., not responsive to congestion notification and in steady state more aggressive than TCP) traffic with Assured Forwarding. Non-TCP-compatible traffic is typically caused by UDP-based multimedia streaming and multicast applications.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces Random Early Detection including the variations typically used for implementing AF forwarding (e.g., WRED, RIO). The configuration problem these active queue management schemes entail is highlighted. The new approach to active queue management that addresses the configuration problem is presented in Section III. Section IV discusses results from testing the new active queue management algorithm in a network processor. Future work is identified in Section V. Section VI points to related work, and conclusions are given in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

The stability of the Internet depends on congestion avoidance mechanisms at the edges of the network as well as at routers within the network [9]. For responsive flows, such as TCP flows, the end-to-end congestion control mechanism is typically com-
combined with an active queue management system called Random Early Detection (RED) [10]. Simulations have shown that RED overcomes some of the congestion problems that occur with simple drop-tail queuing:

- Packet drops and delays are reduced because congestion is signaled to senders prior to periods of queue overflow.
- During congestion TCP flows are more likely to go into fast recovery because packets are not dropped consecutively.
- TCP flows are less likely to backoff and retransmit at about the same time (TCP global synchronization effect).

However, the effectiveness of RED in real networks has not been studied thoroughly. In fact, an analytical study of RED performance revealed that, in contrast to the simulation results listed above, the number of consecutive packet drops is higher with RED than with drop-tail queuing [11]. The study further shows that RED while reducing average delay, increases jitter. Another empirical evaluation concluded that active queue management based on RED offers no clear advantage over tail-drop with HTTP traffic [12].

Depending on the queue occupancy, the RED algorithm drops packets randomly with a given probability at routers. The probability is determined by the average queue length (see Figure 1). If the average queue length remains below a minimum threshold (0 < $Q_{\text{avg}} < q_{\text{min,th}}$), no packets are dropped. If it is between the minimum and maximum thresholds ($q_{\text{min,th}} < Q_{\text{avg}} < q_{\text{max,th}}$), the drop probability increases linearly with $Q_{\text{avg}}$ up to a maximum probability $p_{\text{max}}$ at $q_{\text{avg}} = q_{\text{max,th}}$. If the average queue length exceeds the maximum queue threshold ($q_{\text{max,th}} < Q_{\text{avg}}$), all packets are dropped.

Different variations of RED have been used to implement AF [13]–[16]. The principal objective is to define a drop probability function for each AF precedence level so that during congestion packets with a higher drop precedence value are discriminated against packets with a lower drop precedence value.

An active queue management scheme with a single average queue length but multiple sets of queue thresholds and maximum probabilities is referred to as Weighted RED (WRED). The queue threshold can be set to be fully overlapped, partially overlapped of staggered (see Figure 2).

RED with separate average queues for each color and corresponding sets of minimum/maximum queue thresholds and maximum probabilities is called RIO (RED with in/out queues). With RIO the contribution of packets to a particular color in the current total queue level can be addressed with an individual set of parameters. In contrast, WRED operates only on the total queue size. In that respect, RIO is better suited to protect lower drop precedence flows against higher drop precedence flows [16].

Common to both active queue management schemes, WRED and RIO, is that the feedback signal is defined with a (color-blind/aware) average of the queue length. This feedback signal is useful to sense congestion status, but should not be directly used to determine actual drop rates, because it is difficult for network administrators to find the correct parameter settings for any combination of offered loads in real networks. In order to show this difficulty with WRED, consider a simple case of two flows, one with an assured rate of 500 Mb/s and the other with no assured rate, both flowing into a single 1 Gb/s target port.

Bandwidth allocation should proceed such that each aggregated flow gets its minimum and then half of the excess bandwidth. If both aggregated flows offer 1 Gb/s, then the first should get 750 Mb/s, the second 250 Mb/s. The first should transmit a ratio of 0.75 of its offered traffic, the second 0.25.

A scheduler would allocate these transmit ratios if supplied at all times with a surplus of frames of both aggregated flows. The problem is that with a finite buffer, flow control upstream of the scheduler must, on average, transmit and discard frames with the same ratios because a scheduler itself does not discard excess frames. Thus flow control must already solve the bandwidth allocation problem, at least approximately, to hand the correct combination of frames to the scheduler. The main strength of the scheduler would then not be the aggregated flow-wise bandwidth allocation but rather precise timing of frames within an aggregated flow.

The following example shows that finding WRED thresholds can be overdetermined for some combinations of offered loads. Suppose two flows converge into a single 1 Gb/s target port. Suppose Flow 1 is specified with a minimum assured rate of 500 Mb/s, and Flow 2 has no minimum no assured rate. Consider two congested cases A, B with ideal bandwidth allocations $I_1$, $I_2$, offered loads $O_1$, $O_2$, and drop probabilities $P_1$, $P_2$ as given in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$O_1$ [Gb/s]</th>
<th>$O_2$ [Gb/s]</th>
<th>$I_1$ [Gb/s]</th>
<th>$I_2$ [Gb/s]</th>
<th>$P_1$</th>
<th>$P_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The problem is now to tune the six parameters $q_{\text{min,th,1}}$, $q_{\text{max,th,1}}$, $p_{\text{min,1}}$, $q_{\text{min,th,2}}$, $q_{\text{max,th,2}}$, $p_{\text{max,2}}$ so that for cases A and B some queue levels $Q_{\text{avg,A}}$, $Q_{\text{avg,B}}$ exist with the cor-
rect $P_1$, $P_2$ pairs of drop probabilities. Case A requires to find $Q_{\text{avg},A}$ such that

\[
Q_{\text{avg},A} \leq q_{\text{min},h,1} \quad \text{and} \quad 0.75 = \frac{Q_{\text{avg},A} - q_{\text{min},h,2}}{q_{\text{max},h,2} - q_{\text{min},h,2}}
\]

This implies:

\[
Q_{\text{avg},A} = 0.75 \frac{q_{\text{max},h,2} - q_{\text{min},h,2}}{q_{\text{max},h,2}} + q_{\text{min},h,2} \leq q_{\text{min},h,1}
\]

In particular, $q_{\text{min},h,2} < q_{\text{min},h,1}$ assuming $q_{\text{min},2} < q_{\text{max},2}$. Case B requires to find $Q_{\text{avg},B}$ such that

\[
Q_{\text{avg},B} \leq q_{\text{min},h,2} \quad \text{and} \quad 0.25 = \frac{Q_{\text{avg},B} - q_{\text{min},h,1}}{q_{\text{max},h,1} - q_{\text{min},h,1}}
\]

This implies:

\[
Q_{\text{avg},B} = 0.25 \frac{q_{\text{max},h,1} - q_{\text{min},h,1}}{q_{\text{max},h,1}} + q_{\text{min},h,1} \leq q_{\text{min},h,2}
\]

In particular $q_{\text{min},h,1} < q_{\text{min},h,2}$ assuming $q_{\text{min},1} < q_{\text{max},1}$, which is in contradiction to the implications in case A.

As an alternative, individual flow queue thresholds might be proposed. The number of bits currently waiting to be processed for a given flow is compared with with a tuned threshold. If a flow queue is below the threshold, then all packets in the flow are sent to the scheduler. If a flow queue is above the threshold, then a WRED function on the shared buffer is invoked. However, such a design would, during congestion, amount to toggling between “send everything” and “send nothing”. This is because during congestion the shared buffer occupancy would be high, hence the transmit fraction when WRED is invoked would be small or zero. The result would be to bypass the WRED effect on flow control, and revert to a kind of tail drop policy.

A flexible and adaptive way to support relative behaviors in DS AF has been proposed in [17]. The scheme consists of a scheduler and an active queue management algorithm, enabling dynamic drop rate adaptation of different traffic classes, efficient and early congestion avoidance, and easy setting up of thresholds. To achieve these goals the scheme can drop already enqueued packets according to a virtual queue length that is being maintained. A virtual scheduler requires access to packets already enqueued. This feature is unfortunately only rarely given.

Another alternative is to use a scheduler and a separate RED function with the input being each flow queue rather than shared buffer occupancy of all flow queues (RIO). With this approach, the allocation example above can be solved. However, with more parameters than WRED, the configuration with RIO is even more difficult. Furthermore, RIO shows high routine buffer occupancy during congestion.

Finally, the alternative pursued in this work is to use an adaptive control algorithm that senses not just queue levels but rates of queue levels changes and per flow bit rates to converge to an optimal set of transmit fractions automatically. A description of this new active queue management system is given in the next section.

III. NEW ACTIVE QUEUE MANAGEMENT

The fundamental premise of the new active management scheme is that the use of more information than just shared buffer occupancy, together with control analysis should lead to improved network performance. The objectives for the new approach are:

- Bandwidth allocation should be easy to administer using only natural parameters such as assured minimum bandwidth and upper maximum limit of bandwidth.
- An aggregated flow at or below its assured rate should suffer no drops (and, in some cases, no delays) whatsoever, regardless of the offered rates of other aggregated flows such as Best Effort (BE) or AF aggregated flows.
- Any aggregated flow offering traffic above its assured rate should obtain its assured rate plus a share of any excess bandwidth.
- Buffer occupancy should not exceed a minimal level in routine operation because high buffer occupancy means high latency, unpredictable jitter and low tolerance of traffic surges. High oversubscription in itself should not cause high buffer occupancy; rather, extreme burstiness of traffic might temporarily lead to high buffer occupancy.

Let $f_i,\text{min}$ and $f_i,\text{max}$ be respectively the assured minimum rate and the upper maximum limit of the rate for a flow $i$, let $O_i(t)$ and $f_i(t)$ be respectively the measured current offered and current serviced rate of flow $i$ at time $t$. Then, the new active queue management scheme is defined by an incremental transmit probability function $T_i(t)$ for each flow $i$:

$$T_i(0) = 1$$

$$T_i(t+dt) = \begin{cases} 
  \min(1,T_i(t) + w) & \text{if } f_i(t) \leq f_i,\text{min} \\
  T_i(t)(1-w) & \text{else if } f_i(t) > f_i,\text{max} \\
  \min(1,T_i(t) + CB_{\text{avg}}(t)) & \text{else if } B(t) = 1 \\
  T_i(t)(1 - DO_i(t)) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

The transmit probability is computed periodically using the preceding transmit probability value, the current offered rate of the flow $O_i(t)$, the current serviced rate of the flow $f_i = T_iO_i$, and the excess bandwidth signal $B(t)$:

$$B(t) = \begin{cases} 
  1 & \text{if } Q(t) < q_{\text{min},h} \\
  0 & \text{else if } Q(t) > q_{\text{max},h} \\
  1 & \text{else if } dQ(t)/dt < d_{\text{min}} < 0 \\
  0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

The excess bandwidth signal is a binary function. Excess bandwidth is indicated (return value 1) if the queue is either below a minimum threshold ($q_{\text{min},h}$) or depleted at a rate higher than $|d_{\text{min}}|$ while being below a maximum threshold. Otherwise, there is no excess bandwidth (return value 0). The exponential weighted moving average of $B(t)$ is given by $B_{\text{avg}}(t)$.

The transmit probability is drastically reduced if the actual flow rate is above the maximum $f_i,\text{max}$. Likewise, the transmit probability is drastically increased when the actual flow rate is below the minimum rate $f_i,\text{min}$. If the actual flow rate is between minimum and maximum, the excess bandwidth signal
determines whether the transmit probability will be increased or reduced. The increase for the cases \( f_i(t) \leq f_i,\min \) and \( f_i,\min \leq f_i(t) < f_i,\max \) are is additive and the decrease for the cases \( f_i(t) > f_i,\max \) and \( f_i,\min \leq f_i(t) < f_i,\max \) is multiplicative.

The algorithm thus practically consists of two parts—the more aggressive one, serving to bring the actual flow rate within the maximum and minimum rate bounds \((f_i,\min, f_i,\max)\), and a fine-tuned control loop operating within these bounds. The aggressive part is carried out by additive increase or multiplicative decrease of constant rate, determined by a constant \( w \).

The control loop within the flow maximum and minimum rate bounds is based on feedback of the excess bandwidth signal. The control algorithm is again additive increase and multiplicative decrease, chosen for its good stability and convergence properties [18]. The coefficients \( C \) and \( D \) determine the rate of increase and decrease. The exact values of the \( C \) and \( D \) constants depend largely on the environment and can be fine-tuned by a more detailed analysis of the control loop.

Further parameters are employed to improve the rate of convergence of the algorithm. The increase step is proportionally aligned with the exponential weighted moving average of the excess bandwidth signal \( B_{\text{agg}}(t) \) in order to differentiate among cases where, in the near past, excess bandwidth either primarily was available, or primarily was not. In the negative case, the algorithm is more likely to be close to the ideal \( T_i \) value and thus the rate of increase becomes more fine-grained, whereas, in the positive case, the likelihood is higher that there is room for a more robust increase. Furthermore, the rate of decrease is proportionally aligned with the offered load of the individual flows \( O_i \), in order to prevent flows with higher offered loads from monopolizing the available excess bandwidth.

**IV. TESTING**

The active queue management system described in Section III has been implemented on the IBM PowerNP 4GS3 [19] network processor. The implementation makes use of the hardware-supported flow control mechanism that is invoked when a packet is enqueued. For each packet, the transmit probability is determined from a table that is loaded into the transmit probability memory. The key to index into the table is composed from the DSCP (DiffServ code point). Flow accounting information provided by the normal DS forwarding process in the PowerNP is used to determine individual offered loads. The PowerNP reference platform used for testing is equipped with 40 100 Mb/s and two 1G/s Ethernet ports. The maximum queue length is 256×64 KB.\(^1\)

The function to update the transmit probability memory is triggered in fixed time intervals. An application programming interface (API) is used to communicate flow specifications to the BAT implementation in picocode. This interface is used by a standard signaling protocol (i.e. RSVP) to communicate bandwidth reservations to the network processor.

The algorithm has been tested with a variety of congestion scenarios. The results presented here are obtained when sending three flows from an IXIA traffic generator to a single 100 Mb/s output port. Each flow enters the network processor at a different input port. The flows are specified as given in Table II.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>( f_{\min} ) [Mb/s]</th>
<th>( f_{\max} ) [Mb/s]</th>
<th>( O ) [Mb/s]</th>
<th>( I ) [Mb/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Flow 1 has equal minimum and maximum assured rates. Flow 2 has no minimum assured rate and is limited to 30 Mb/s.\(^2\) Flow 3 has a minimum assured rate of 70 Mb/s but no upper limit. The target port is not oversubscribed (i.e. the sum of minimum rates is less than 100 Mb/s), and during phase A not even congested as the offered load of Flow 3 is zero. During phase B, Flow 3 sends with 70 Mb/s so that Flow 2 can no longer benefit from the 20 Mb/s excess bandwidth that existed before. The ideal rate for Flow 2 would be 10 Mb/s. With this rate for Flow 2, Flows 1 and 3 would receive their assured minimum of 20 Mb/s and 70 Mb/s, respectively.

Figures 3 and 4 show offered and actual rates for Flows 1 and 2. At time \( t = 20 \) s, Flow 2 starts sending 100 Mb/s. About 50 s later Flow 1 starts sending with 80 Mb/s. During \( 100 s < t < 200 s \) and \( 250 s < t < 350 s \) Flow 3 sends an additional 70 Mb/s. The periods when only two flows are sending are referred to as Phase A and the periods when three flows are sending are referred to as Phase B. No congestion occurs during Phase A and congestion does occur during Phase B. All flows are non-responsive, constant bit rate flows with a packet size of 1024 bytes.

\[^1\]Testing was limited to packet processing at the egress side of the router.

\[^2\]A specification with a minimum assured rate of 0 Mb/s can be regarded as BE specification.

![Fig. 3. Offered vs. actual rate of Flow 1](image-url)
and 70 Mb/s of Flows 2 and 3, respectively. When discriminating Flow 2, the rate oscillations during Phase B are higher than for the other two flows. This is because the transmit probability function operates in the non-drastic cases $f_{2,\text{min}} < f_2 \leq f_{2,\text{max}}$.

Congestion during Phase B clearly has an effect on queue occupancy as depicted in Figure 5. The average queue level during this phase of 250% offered load is about 1% or about 160 packets. The corresponding excess bandwidth signal $B_{\text{avg}}(t)$ as defined in Section III is approx. 0.93 during periods of congestion (see Figure 6). This excess bandwidth signal directs the control algorithm to the ideal transmission rates.

In summary, the test results demonstrate that the algorithm fulfills the objectives set in Section III. For management purposes, the administrators only need to set the $f_{\text{min}}$ and $f_{\text{max}}$ values of each flow. No flow is pushed below its assured rate and non-saturated flows share the available excess bandwidth (within the limit of the flow maximum rate bound). Finally, buffer occupancy remains below 3.5% and around 1% in average.

V. Future Work

The work presented here focuses on investigating a new active queue management algorithm for non-responsive traffic. An important question for a stable operation of the Internet is whether the proposed adaptive queue management technique works well with responsive flows such as TCP. In design of the technique, we have attempted to preserve features of RED which make it a desirable queue management in the best-effort Internet. We discard packets randomly and maintain routinely low buffer occupancy to avoid the undesirable effects of tail-drops and TCP synchronization. Still, additional work is needed to insure effective utilization of bandwidth with responsive flows. We intend to investigate this issue in the near future.

In the objectives for the new active queue management scheme it was stated that any aggregated flow offering traffic above its assured rate should obtain its assured rate plus a share of any excess bandwidth. An important issue is according to which fairness definition excess bandwidth is shared (e.g. Max-Min, proportional). This issue will also be investigated in the near future.

VI. Related Work

There is related work on automatic tuning of the Random Early Detection algorithm:

Floyd et al. [20] extended an idea by Feng et al. [5] to automatically tune RED parameters in order to achieve independence from the level of congestion. In the original proposal, it was shown that there is no single set of RED parameters that would work well under different congestion scenarios. An algorithm was presented that automatically adjusts $p_{\text{max}}$ to keep the average queue length between $q_{\text{min}}$ and $q_{\text{max}}$. In the extended approach to automatically tune RED parameters, also $q_{\text{max}}$ and the weight for computing the exponential moving average of the current queue length are automatically tuned. Furthermore, $p_{\text{max}}$ is adapted using additive increase and multiplicative decrease (AIMD) rather than multiplicative increase/decrease.

Another active queue management algorithm is BLUE [21]. In contrast to RED that uses the average queue occupancy BLUE uses the packet loss rate and link utilization history of
queues for queue management. Only a single probability to mark (or drop) packets is maintained. BLUE increments the marking probability if the queue is continually dropping packets due to buffer overflows and decreases the probability during empty queue periods or when the link is idle.

Stochastic fair BLUE (SFB) is an extension that addresses scalability and fairness amongst flows in large aggregates using the BLUE algorithm. Combined with FIFO queuing and levels of independent hash functions non-responsive flows can be efficiently rate-limited to a fair share of the link bandwidth. The drawback is that these advantages are coupled with additional expenses in implementation complexity.

A number of papers deal with either analyzing RED by using control theory [22]–[23] or designing a new active queue management systems based on control theory [24]. These approaches as well as the adaptive RED described above are not really designed for implementing AF drop precedences, but are alternatives to the original Random Early Detection algorithm.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed the use of an adaptive queue management technique to actively adjust router buffers in networks implementing service level specifications. To test the value of this approach, we have implemented the Assured Forwarding perhaps behavior of Differentiated Services on a network processor and taken measurements under congestion conditions. These measurements show that such an approach can converge quickly for a variety of offered traffic rates, while consistently assuring service level specifications are met. Excess bandwidth is effectively utilized by the traffic streams. These measurements also show routinely low buffer occupancy for a variety of traffic patterns, indicating the technique will offer good throughput and latency under bursty traffic conditions.

We believe this adaptive queue management technique may offer a promising approach to queue management in routers. Such an approach can potentially reduce the cost and complexity of implementing service level specifications in Internetworks. This approach does not require a network administrator to tune parameters for each router queue depending on historic traffic patterns, but instead actively reacts to changes in traffic rates.
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